
Epiphqny.
Achitecture Renewal&Game Design

"Epiphqny", a word means "rebirth". 
In this project, vitual tecnology combines with 

achitecture renewal, creating some unique experience.
We run this project not only to bring revival to the 
ruins, but also help those who suffer from depression 
to walk out from darkness and embrace the the light

Design Workshop: Utopia In Ruins 
Factory Renewal, 10 Sept, 2016

Instructor: Jason Ho

Research and Exhibition: Teamwork
My Role: Teamleader, Idea developer, Researcher, Curator

Collaborators: Cong Nie, Di Chen, Wei Wen
Photographic Model: Ming Wu

Individual Rework

AR Interface Design:Individual Work



Site Research

Precedent

Positioning

The target factory locates in Zini Park , a 
planning art district and resort of Guangzhou. 
Being 22 km far from downtown, the district 
is surrounded by river and trees, which is a 
perfect site with great attraction.

The planning 
site is once 
an industrial 
district, which 
left us with 
many ruined 
factories.

The target building 
is once a cement 
factory with with 
unique space 
different from 
the building we 
live in nowadays. 
So it can bring 
us special 
experience.

Young people aged 
from 16~35 are 
fond of art and 
pay more attention 
to the quality 
of life than the 
older generation. 
They become the 
main customers of  
the art districts.

798 ArtDist
@Beijing

Renewed from an 
industrial district, 
798 is the biggest 
and most famous art 
district of China 
nowadays thanks to 
the unique factory 
space. 

Metropolis
Fast-paced lifestyle
High-stress environment
Overwhelming Relaxation

Enjoyment

Vacation

Escaping from daily routine

Art District

Resort



Renewal Strategy

*Data & Consultant: Shenzhen Association of Psychological Counselling.

Persona
Ann, 26
Analyst
Patient with Depression

Suffering from stressful lifestyle,
Ann become a patient with 
intermittent depression. 

Tom, 24
Computer programmer
Video Game Lover

Doing fast-paced daily work, Tom 
always relaxes himself through 
video games in his spare time.

Hope:

• Bring light back to life. 
• A place safe and quiet 

for meditation.
• A place for self healing.

Hope:

• Advanced Visual 
Experience. 

• A storyline full of 
possibilities.

• Explorations full of 
surprise.

Collonade Cylinder Hole Rock

• For Potential Depression Patients.
Bearing great pressure, more 
and more people in metropolis 
become potential patients of 
mental illnesses. 43% of people 
needs psychological counselling, 
but they can hardly access to 
a doctor because there are not 
enough doctors.*

• For Normal Visitors.
They want to have unique 
experiences of exploration, which 
can excite them and relax them. 

• The unique spaces can make unique 
spatial experience.

More and more people turn to self treatment

• Process of Doctors' treatment.

• Process of self treatment.

• What do game players expect?
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Epiphqny

The storyline is full of 
possibilities and players 
have to make their own 
choices. Every choice leads 
to a different ending of 
the story. 
During the exploration, 
players experience a  
process from darkness to 
lightness.
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Scene Script

Entrance

Walking through a 
long collonade, 
you feels that you 
are going into a 
totally different 
world .

Mirror Maze

You are lost in 
the mirror maze. 
There are three 
exits but you can 
only choose one.

Circulation

Walking through 
several rooms, you 
find you are back 
to the earliest 
one, don't know 
how to break this 
circulation

Blind Alley

You can hardly 
find an exit of 
the room. It seems 
like there are 
doors everywhere, 
but none is real.

Falling Rock

Huge rocks falling  
in front of you, 
you are scared, 
quickly leave the 
room.



Scene Script

Plank Bridge

Walking on the 
plank bridge, you 
really afraid that 
you will fall 
down.

Image

Your images 
are playing on 
several screens 
around you, you 
walk through the 
screens.

Hourglass

Lying on the 
sand in a huge 
hourglass, sinking 
slowly.

Reflection

Water dripping 
from a great hole, 
so quiet around. 
You attain your 
lasting inner 
peace.

Epiphqny

Finally you walk 
out the building, 
see the sun light 
and the river. 
Let's embrace the 
new life.
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Exhibition

Feedback

Neville Mars

Cofounder of
Mars Architect

Prof. John Aiken

Academy of Visual 
Art,
Hongkong Baptist 
University.

"The combination of architecture and 
game obscures the boundary of vitual 
and reality, which brings an immersive 
experience. I would say it is a pioneer 
of future game and architecture renewal.

"The finale is so bright, peaceful and 
powerful, because the prelude is so 
dark. I highly commend the idea of the 
whole storyline, it can be a great base 
of a movie. "

Finally we present an 
exhibition in Fei Gallery, 
Guangzhou, to portray our 
whole idea. Putting the 
whole storyline on the 
floor, people can step on 
every "room" and make their 
own choice: where to go 
next. In the mean time, we 
used the discarded furniture 
colllected from the ruins to 
create the atmosphere of the 
"game", and used collage and 
diagram to help illustrate 
every scenes of every steps.

Working

Start

Storyline

Collage

Model

Sculpture

Diagram

"Rebirth"


